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Self-Compassion Message 
Overview: 

Most of us treat ourselves poorly when misfortune, struggles, or bad things happen to us.  Rather 
than offering ourselves empathy and support as we would to a loved one, dear friend, or trusted 
colleague, we tend to beat up on ourselves or ruminate on stories. Those self-defeating thoughts 
usually sound something like this in our minds: “pull yourself up,” “dude, buck up!” “Why me?” “I’m 
not smart/good /thin enough,” and “if only I would . . .” 

Typically, in Western culture we learned this game of verbally scolding and spinning ourselves early 
on.  And yet, it’s just a game that our neurobiology got used to and we continue to play. It’s 
familiar.  But how is it working for you? For most of us, the game doesn’t work well. 

Each of us can develop the words and tone of an Inner Nurturer that sound a lot different than the 
voice above.  The Inner Nurturer’s voice is kind, caring, and encouraging when we are facing 
adversity or troubles. The Inner Nurturer is always looking out for our long-term, best interests. Its 
tone is gentle, soft, loving, and positive – even when our Inner Critic is trying to get attention. But 
best of all our Inner Nurturer brings a warm-hearted presence for our whole experience whether it’s 
pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral. It shows up for our lived experience. 

Developing Your Own Self-Compassion Phrase: 

 A self-compassion message is a go-to phrase for our Inner Champion when things go wrong in 
our lives. Self-compassion has three important components: (1) mindfulness that brings you to the 
present moment; (2) common humanity, which lets you know that others share challenging 
situations such as yours; and (3) self-kindness or offering yourself warmth and understanding. In 
other words, self-compassion is a benevolent heart and mind set that allow us to move toward the 
that neurobiological state where we are calm, alert, kindred, and engaged (CAKE).  

Usually self-compassion doesn’t come naturally and when that’s so, we need to practice it and 
strengthen it in order for its essence to move into and live in our bodies, hearts, and minds.  

A great first step is developing a go-to three-part Self Compassion Message  

•  A message has all of the components of self-compassion, that rings true for you, and that 
you can practice in times of ease and readily use when you are troubled or struggling about 
anything.  Develop three brief statements of mindfulness, common humanity, and self-
kindness such as the ones below to complete your Self Compassion Message.  

 
 Version 1 Version 2 Version 2 

Mindfulness “This is a moment of 
pain.” 

“This is a tough time right 
now.” 

“Hold the phone.” 

Common 
Humanity 

“Everyone struggles in 
life.” 

“Mama said there’d be days 
like this for everyone.” 

“Many people are suffering 
now. I’m not alone.”  

Self-Kindness “May you be kind to 
yourself.” 

“May you treat yourself 
kindly and gently.” 

“May your breath offer you 
loving kindness.” 

 

Also, try saying the Self Compassion message in a third person voice calling yourself by your name 
such as “Your Name, this is a painful time. Everyone struggles. May you be kind to yourself.” 

 
 
 


